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Dear Dept. of Energy, 


--

I read the story on this subject in Human Events, and noted that the 

survey on public reactions came out 95% in outraged shock at the 

contemptible encroachment on the rights of free American citizens 

embodied in this unacceptable plan. You want to broadcast a signal into 

MY home and change MY thermostat to suit YOURSELF and limit MY use of 

electricity that I'M PAYING FOR? 


And, I noticed the article even included plans to encroach on MY use of 

MY OWN COMPUTER! 

WOW! 
 HEIL! SALUTE, COMRADE! ETC., ETC., ETC.! I thought all the 

Communist dictatorships were somewhere else! 


FORGET IT! If we have to endure periods of one hour on a given day in 

rolling blackouts because of POLITICAL pressures of so-called "global 

warming"holding back all our energy activities, then we will still keep 

on operating our homes according to our own needs. As for the so-called 

"Green" thing, 
 Gore can't tell life-cycle gas from smog-producing 
pollutants, nor does he know that the coverage of 617 of the earth by 
water and strong thermal feedback from water vapor are the prevailing 
controls of global temperatures! (Besides the variances in the sun's 
output, of course.) 

The U.S. Senate recently issued a stinging report on more than 400 
scientists who strongly dispute the news media "global warming" fiasco, 
and no newspaper dared even mention it! It's a farce, a con game, and I 
do know what I'm talking about. I've communicated with top atmospheric 
scientists* and reviewers, who agreed with me, and I've studied the 
technical reports first hand. 

Eugene Keech 
Retired electronic engineer 

'Including Richard Lindzen, Phd; S. Fred Singer, Phd; Arthur Robinson, 
Phd [author of an excellent report on the atmospheric effects of C02, 
which was supported by thousands of scientists]. Dr. Robinson's fully 
detailed technical report exposed political manipulations of the IPCC, 
which included deliberately altered computer data to fabricate support 
of COZ-caused global warming, etc. 


